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“This Prize is particularly special to me because on both
sides…one of the first pieces of empirical research I did in
India was on the software industry and that was facilitated
massively by Mr. Murthy.”
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Professor Abhijit Banerjee has long been
recognized for his outstanding contributions
to the economic theory of development,
and for his pioneering work in the empirical
evaluation of public policy. In widely cited
contributions to the former, Banerjee has
presented his novel departures in the
understanding of herd behavior in financial
markets, and also his analysis of occupational
distribution in conditions when the poor find
it difficult to raise credit.

Analyzing the economics of poverty alleviation

Economists have long struggled
with solving the problems
of poverty and inequality.
Questions such as — What
causes poverty and what are the
most effective ways of fighting
it? Are state policies effective
in alleviating poverty? Do the
poor exhibit different behaviors
that create the situations that
they are in? — are investigated
for plausible answers and
implementable solutions.

Prof. Abhijit Banerjee's work deals
with these questions. Over the
course of nearly two decades,
along with his colleagues, he has
collected a rich body of evidence
that shows why the poor end up
with entirely different lives despite
having the same desires and abilities
as anyone else. This was collected
into a widely‑acclaimed book, Poor
Economics : A radical rethinking of
the way to fight global poverty.
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The core argument of this book is
that anti‑poverty policy measures
have failed because of inadequate
understanding of poverty by
the policy makers. Prof. Banerjee
and his co‑author argue that the
battle against poverty can be won
with well thought out policies
especially those aimed at effective
delivery of state aid, essential
health and education services.

Prof. Banerjee has also provided
unique insights into the workings
of financial markets. His theories
mark a major departure in
understanding the herd behavior
in financial markets. The latter
is the imitative behavior that is
often exhibited by traders and
investors. In Prof. Banerjee's
model of herd behavior,
individuals prefer to act as others,
even if they are in possession of
unique information, which in turn
leads to an unbalanced system.

Prof. Banerjee established the
Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Lab
(J‑PAL) along with two other
founders. Researchers from the
lab conduct social experiments
to find out what actually
works for poverty alleviation
in different scenarios across
various countries of the world.

